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WHO?

Primark is a well-known 

clothing store chain 

headquartered in Dublin, 

Ireland. First opening in 

1969, they have since grown 

to become an international 

retailer. 

WHERE?

Primark has more than 350 

stores in 11 different countries 

across Europe and America. 

Primark opened its first US 

store in Boston, MA in 2015, 

and now has eight stores 

countrywide with new 

openings planned.

WHY?

Primark was looking for a 

solution that could be used 

across all their stores. Finding 

one sign holder that could be 

used across all the rail types 

used in 11 different countries 

was a challenge, as well as 

the need to ensure that the 

chosen supplier could meet 

the high quantities involved, 

with complex international 

shipping requirements, and all 

in the matter of weeks! 

Primark rolls out Reflex  
sign holders across its stores
Large quantities, tight timescales and international shipping
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Reflex Prime is our original robust and durable sign holder. Available 

in a range of popular, pre-formatted sizes, Reflex Prime stretches 

to fit 98% of all face-outs – no other product on the market fits so 

many face-outs. The unique flexibility of Reflex Prime means signs will 

merely flex when knocked by shoppers ensuring in-store signs stay 

in place. Promotional graphics are also quick and easy to change by 

shop-floor staff.

And it isn’t just face-outs – clothes rails, prong arms, ticket holders, 

shelf edges, circular rails…Reflex Prime will stretch to fit them all, and 

is also available with a number of attachments (face-outs, prong, disc 

and flexi strap) for added versatility.

The adaptability and durability of this patented product is what makes 

Reflex Prime the versatile go-to option for so many retailers.

WHAT?

The Reflex sign holder 

attaches to face-outs and 

other rail types to display 

promotional signs. Primark  

had successfully trialled the 

100mm x 100mm Reflex Prime 

and were now ready to place 

an order.

WHEN?

Primark needed to roll 

out Reflex across all their 

stores in 11 countries, within 

just three months. 80,000 

additional units were also to 

be manufactured and held as 

an on-demand product for 

new store openings.
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